We Seek To Serve – Open Forum
We Are At Your Service
Philohstan
With pleasure I speak to this open forum. For millennia, our people have
toiled to produce the civilizations that now lay before us ... evidence of good
work put to use over time and experience.
We have evolved slowly but steadily and it is this very experience that we
wish to pass on to those of Earth. We feel those of Earth would benefit,
would profit greatly from our knowledge and advice. We are at your service
should you chose to actively accept this.
One cannot know precisely what will unfold and occur when humanity is
pulled to task, to face its inevitable situation. We can only surmise that there
will be fear, anger, rejection, animosity, distrust and many more versions
thereof. We can only expect this to some or to a greater degree, but we
hope and trust that the work we are doing beforehand will help mitigate this
effect in its extreme cases.
Our hearts are tuned to help humanity in every situation. We are tuned to
the task ... meaning that we are both capable and willing. This we hope will
be accepted as a fortuitous gift – our gift to you, and your gift to receive
from your elder brethren. We do not see it as a burden but a privilege to
help a civilization cross the threshold, just as a parent lovingly watches over
the development of its baby into a toddler.
We experience this development in humanity from afar, over time. But the
situation has changed, has sped up and must also adapt. Humanity must
gear up and get into “high gear.” We are your coaches, coaches who will
inspire you with new ideas and morals to get you where you need to be to
survive. Once again, we accept this position to help humanity as being a
privilege and a joy.
Kindly, thank you. That is all that needs to be said about this line of thought.
Philohstan
(from the Constellation Aquila, the Eagle)

